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ABSTRACT Network slicing in 5G is a solution to accommodate a wide range of services. It also enables
the network operators to establish multiple end-to-end (e2e) logically isolated and customized networks with
shared or dedicated resources over the same infrastructure. Although, many tools and platforms have been
developed to accomplish the management and orchestration (MANO) of e2e network slicing automatically,
it is still challenging. Each of these platforms requires expertise and manual effort to define the requirements
for the provisioning of the resources. The other issue is the generation of well-defined network slice
configurations with lifecycle parameters. To this end, this paper proposes an efficient solution that automates
the configuration process and performs the management and orchestration of network slices. This solution
contains a one-touch Intent-based Networking (IBN) platform that effectively orchestrates and manages
the lifecycle of multi-domain slice resources. IBN automates the process of slice configuration generation,
service provisioning, service update, and service assurance by eliminating experts and manual effort.
Furthermore, it has an intelligent Deep Learning (DL) based resource update and assurance mechanism
which handles the run-time resource scalability and assurance.

INDEX TERMS SDN, NFV, e2e network slicing, IBN, 5G networks, E2e orchestration, slice LCM.

I. INTRODUCTION
The future 5G network will support a vast range of innovative
services for customers, enterprises, various industrial verti-
cals, government level demands, and virtual mobile network
operators (MVNOs). According to their different quality of
service (QoS) requirements, these services are categorized as
massive machine-type communications (mMTC), enhanced
mobile broadband (eMBB), and ultra-reliable low latency
(URLLC) [1], [2]. Therefore, 5G network fulfills these ser-
vice requirements through a core technology called network
slicing. It is a central pillar of the 5G network, managed with
end-to-end (e2e) service orchestration. Network slicing is not
a new concept. Previously, it has also been supported in 4G
networks. Still, its isolation level among multiple services
is limited over the common physical infrastructure, such
as multi-operator support for core network, multi-domain
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support, and dedicated core network resources. On the other
side, network slicing in 5Gwill allow the network operators to
create isolated data pipelines for each service type and guar-
antee the QoS requirements. Network slicing will also ensure
data transmission quality for mission-critical, autonomous
driving cars, time-sensitive, and low latency services [3].

Network slicing creates multiple logical isolated virtual
networks over the shared common physical infrastructure
that fulfill QoS requirements requested by the different ten-
ants, consumers, or network service providers. The net-
work function virtualization (NFV), cloud technologies, and
software-defined networking (SDN) enable future networks
to create flexible, reliable, and programmable virtual net-
work instances as per QoS requirements. NFV allows the
small vendors or organizations to develop virtual network
functions (VNFs) to run over general-purpose or Whitebox
hardware devices. The core concept of network slicing is
intimately relevant to the cloud computing infrastructure as
a service (IAAS). IAAS enables the cloud providers to share
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the network, storage, and computing resources between dif-
ferent tenants and creates fully-featured virtual networks in
collaboration with NFV and SDN technologies. However,
SDN decouples the control plane from the data plane and
enables the network programmability. Each virtual network
created in a network slice, provides complete e2e functional-
ities through radio access network (RAN) and core network
domains. Due to these aspects, the network slice is a combina-
tion of various VNFs that provides scalable, programmable,
and flexible network services. It reduces the operational
expenditures (OPEX) and capital expenditures (CAPEX)
significantly by managing and orchestrating the VNFs
efficiently [4], [5].

There is a need for a well-designed tool or platform to
automatically manage the lifecycle of virtual and physical
network slice resources. Network slice lifecycle manage-
ment (LCM) is considered as a fundamental solution to
managing slice instantiation, activation, runtime monitoring,
updating, and deactivation [6], [7]. The process of LCM
follows the following step. It starts with the slice instantiation
phase, which defines the slice requirements into policy cata-
logs/slice templates. Once the slice policy is defined, the slice
creation phase starts to reserve the resources and requests
the orchestrator to create the slice. After that, the slice
instantiation process instantiates the slice components, and
the activation process activates the slice and makes it avail-
able for use. At the activation phase, the network slice is
working to keep the slice or service in a demanded state
the monitoring system plays its role. The monitoring phase
provides feedback to update the slice as per the services
demand. Once a slice has reached its life span, it is required
to be deactivated in the deactivation phase. Hence LCM
performs completemanagement and orchestration of network
slice instances.

Network slicing faces several challenges regarding e2e
management, isolation, elasticity, and customization while
allocating the resources. Especially, sharing and isolation of
slice resources are not so simple because of fluctuating com-
munication network environment—for example, isolation
and customization of the RAN resources. The customiza-
tion of network slice resources enables the network opera-
tors (NOs) to maximize the utilization of slicing resources
to accommodate the strict services requirements. The critical
point is the conversion of specified service requirements
into desirable network resources. This conversion requires
deliberation at various levels such as data plane level, control
plane level, and network-wide level. Due to the variable
nature of the network, the deployment and fulfillment of
Service Level Agreement (SLA) is challenging [8]–[10]. For
example, it is a demanding task to deploy the total number of
VMs with required storage, compute, and network resources
in real-time.

A. PROBLEM STATEMENT
The 5G network supports a wide range of services that have
distinct requirements. Therefore, it is a time-consuming and

error-prone process to generate configurations for each ser-
vice manually. It also required a lot of manual effort and
expertise. Moreover, the manual resource allocation for net-
work slicing is not an optimal approach. An automated and
optimal allocation of resources according to service demand
is mandatory. The automatic allocation of e2e resources in
a multi-domain environment is a challenging task. Moreover,
the existing systems cannot accommodate the drastic changes
in network configurations because of intricate traffic patterns
over the network [2], [11], [12]. Hence, a well-designed
platform is required that can automate the network con-
figurations generation process dynamically by considering
diverse service requirements. This manuscript proposes an
automated solution that enables the NOs to generate network
configurations for a multi-domain environment and control
and update the network state based on run-time requirements.
More importantly, it supports network slice LCM by provid-
ing an automated way to instantiate, update, and delete the
network slices. It follows a closed-loop mechanism which
ensures the system in a stable state while fulfilling the user
demands.

B. RESEARCH SOLUTION
Intent-based networking (IBN) is a promising solution devel-
oped based on Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF)
standards [13]. It can manage and control the network
configurations, modifications, and operation processes in
an automated fashion. In the IBN approach, a network
should have several features such as self-organizing, self-
assurance, self-healing, and self-configuration. We have pro-
posed a novel Intent-based networking platform for e2e
network slicing that automatically orchestrates network
resources in a multi-domain environment. It additionally
has a deep learning module that can proactively update
the system on runtime based on varying service require-
ments. Our Intent-based e2e network slicing system con-
sists of an IBN platform, NFV orchestrator OSM, RAN
controller FlexRAN, and deep learning module. IBN is
an orchestration platform that automates the network con-
figuration generation process for underlying multi-domain
infrastructure. It takes the higher-level QoS requirements
from the operators for a slice and translates them into
specific slice template/policy configurations acceptable by
the underlying orchestrators. Additionally, the orchestration
platform keeps the network in the desired state by proper
monitoring and updating mechanism. This system performs
step-by-step network slice LCM while creating, monitoring,
updating, and deleting the core and RAN domain’s network
slices.

C. MAJOR CONTRIBUTION
The main contributions of our proposed network slice LCM
solution are summarized as follows:
• A closed-loop intent-based networking platform is
designed and developed to automate the slice configu-
ration and resource orchestration for multi-domain.
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• A one-touch system that eliminates the manual effort
for creating, deleting, and updating the network slice
instances. The users provide QoS requirements from
the IBN platform Graphical User Interface (GUI). After
requirement submission, it translates these requirements
into slice template/policy configurations to deploy
resources on the underlying infrastructure.

• It follows LCM-IETF standards [7] while managing the
lifecycle of network slice instances automatically.

• Continuous monitoring of slice resources is essential
for lifecycle management; IBN integrates open-source
monitoring tools for core and RAN resources.

• The IBN standards [13], [14] include intelligence for
multi-domains of the networks. The intelligent intent
management and update mechanism is achieved through
the deep learning module. It has the capability to scale
up/down the slice instance resources when the require-
ment changes.

The rest of the manuscript is organized as follows.
Background literature related to the standardization and
specifications of IBN networking, e2e network slicing,
open-source solutions, open-source NFV orchestrators has
been presented in Section II. Section III explains the
3GPP management and orchestration technologies. Besides,
Section IV contains the design and architecture of the pro-
posed system. Section V describes the experimental test-bed
setup. Section VI explains the experimental results generated
with the proposed approach. The conclusion and future direc-
tion of the presented work have been discussed in the final
Section.

II. RELATED WORK
A. NETWORK SLICING PROGRESS AND STANDARDS
The e2e network slicing is a promising solution to accom-
modate a wide range of services supported by 5G networks.
Many standardized bodies of communication networks
have developed the specifications for e2e network slic-
ing. Third Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) is one
of the leading organizations, other research organizations
such as ETSI, Fifth Generation Partnership Project (5GPPP),
Next Generation Mobile Network (NGMN), International
Telecommunication Union (ITU), and RAN3 have also pro-
posed their network slicing standards. Some popular indus-
trial organizations like Cisco, Samsung, Huawei, HP, Nokia,
and Ericsson are also contributors to design 5G specifica-
tions. They divide the network slicing into three broad cat-
egories: xMBB, mMTC, and URLLC. The xMBB type of
services requires high bandwidth, reliable broadband com-
munication, and low latency in highly dense areas. In addi-
tion, the mMTC needs seamless wireless connectivity for the
immense number of devices. On the other side, the URLLC
type services require an ultralow latency connection of 10ms.
Each of these services needs isolated resources to satisfy the
requirements [6], [11], [13], [15]–[19].

In the service-oriented 5G network, network service
orchestration and management are crucial and challenging

tasks [15]. European Telecommunication Standard Insti-
tute (ETSI) has proposed an NFV management and orches-
tration (NFV-MANO) framework that can manage and
orchestrate the virtual network instances (VNFs) efficiently.
It comprises NFVO, virtual infrastructure managers (VIMs),
and VNF managers (VNFMs). The first and most crucial
component is NFVO. It is responsible for orchestrat-
ing the network services with the cooperation of oper-
ation and business sup-port system (OSS/BSS). In the
MANO framework, the users provide the network config-
urations to the NFV orchestrator to orchestrate the net-
work resources through VIMs. These configurations are vital
because it defines network behavior. Therefore, Open-Source
MANO (OSM) is the finest example of ETSI NFV-MANO
standards implementation that is the most popular platform
among the development community. Figure 1 illustrates the
components of NFV-MANO framework. Multiple orchestra-
tion platforms follow either ETSI or 3GPP standard archi-
tecture for orchestration of next generation network services
using high-level configurations. Each orchestrator accepts
predefined standard configurations from the top and applies
them to the different layers of infrastructures. Based on plat-
form configuration and orchestrator supports different VIM
and SDN controller can be integrated and controlled using
the predefined top-level configurations [20], [21].

FIGURE 1. Management and network orchestration (MANO) architecture.

Many open-source solutions enable theNOs to perform e2e
network slicing developed by different organizations, includ-
ing ONAP, OSM, OpenBaton, JOX, Cloudify, Tacker, 5G
NORMA, M-CORD, 5G TANGO, SONATA, 5G-PAGODA,
OpenNFV, T-NOVA, OPNFV [4], [18], [20], [22]–[29].

Table 1 presents the comparative analysis of the devel-
oped system with existing approaches in the literature. The
proposed system has advantages over all the considered
approaches because it ensures QoS, an e2e slice LCM sup-
port, a DL-based intelligent resource update mechanism, and
OSM and FlexRAN controllers for controlling core and RAN
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TABLE 1. Detail comparison of the proposed system with existing approaches.

network domains, respectively. Moreover, it has an IBN plat-
form for handling the underlying OSM and FlexRAN.

B. INTENT-BASED NETWORKING STANDARDS
Intent-based networking (IBN) is an innovation toward the
management and orchestration of the networks. The IBN
system’s primary goal is to develop a closed-loop plat-
form where users need to input higher-level service require-
ments. Afterwards, the system translates them into low-level
configurations and automatically performs the resource
orchestration. It automates the process to create, deploy, con-
figure and update the network resources according to the NOs
intentions. This system can manage the lifecycle of the net-
work resources by proper monitoring and control. IBN pro-
vides intelligence to the networks by using machine learning
approaches. This system enables the future communication
networks to be self-organized, self-planned, self-healing, and
self-assured [32]–[34].

With the collaboration of Cisco, Huawei, and APSTRA,
IETF has developed the IBN standards to automate and man-
age future generation networks [14], [35], [36]. Cisco devel-
oped its first closed-loop IBN system in 2017. It has three
main modules such as intent-translation, intent-activation,
and intent- assurance shown in Figure 2. Cisco IBN is a

one-touch system where the user provides their intention, and
the system performs all operations automatically to orches-
trate the resources over the infrastructure. The IBN intent
translation module enables the network operators (NOs) to
express their service requirements/intentions in a declarative
fashion. The NOs should deliberate business perspectives and
not worry about the resources’ configuration to achieve the
desired target. Besides, the intent activationmodule is respon-
sible for deploying the received intents over the underlying
network resources. It activates the resources with domain
NFVOs. The last intent assurance module continuously mon-
itors the activated resources and performs auto-recovery in
case of failure [14]. It also has machine learning models to
assure and update the resources on demand.

Huawei has developed an intent-driven Networking (IDN)
platform, which is very similar to Cisco IBN [35]. It sup-
ports closed-loop, multi-services, failure and recovery, e2e
slicing, intelligent management and operation, and lifecycle
management functionalities for future generation networks.
It is an efficient system to orchestrate the business intent
and ensure a better quality of experience (QoE). It has an
intelligent control and management module named Network
Cloud Engine (NCE). NCE is responsible for performing the
intent translation and activation functionalities. It contains
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FIGURE 2. Design and architecture of IBN system.

big data and Artificial Intelligence (AI) modules to support
network intelligence. Moreover, the APSTRA operating sys-
tem (AOS) is another solution to manage and control the
cloud infrastructure and enables edge cloud connectivity [36].
Since all the existing approaches cannot perceive the integra-
tion among different domain orchestrators, they require com-
plex configurations to control and manage the network slice
resources. Hence, the primary goal of this paper is to develop
a unique one-touch IBN platform based on the IETF standard
approach for automatic orchestration and control of network
infrastructure regardless of underlying platforms. To this end,
an IBN-based end-to-end slice orchestration and lifecycle
management framework is proposed in this manuscript.

C. CYBERSECURITY CHALLENGES IN NETWORK SLICING
One essential feature of network slicing is the allocation of
dedicated and isolated resources for multiple network oper-
ators that alleviates the security attacks in 5G networks. For
example, the authors proposed an attack mitigation mecha-
nism for network slicing. The proposed system mitigates the
Distributed Denial of Services (DDoS) attacks in the core
network functions by the slice isolation feature [37]. Thereby,
multiple security-related network functions can be deployed
within the slices to achieve different security levels as per
NOs demand. Hence, the attacks executed against one slice do
not affect the other slice resources due to slice isolation. With
the slice isolation, the slice-specific security NFs will also be
required to prevent these attacks. Further, MANO in network
slicing can also provide the support to implement the security
NFs dynamically. The third-party security organizations are
also accepted to join and implement the network slicing
security mechanism to secure 5G networks. It can also reduce
the management tasks of the NOs and spread the duties to
other tenants.

On the other side, a secure network slicing system should
guarantee authentication, availability, authorization, confi-
dentiality, and integrity security principles [38]. In the
proposed system, only slice owner, NOs, infrastructure
providers, and administrators interact with the network slic-
ing system using their credentials through the GUI portal

of the IBN system. Besides, the IBN system is available
for the customers to deploy the slices and ensure QoS. For
the authorization case, the slice owners only control and
manage their own slice’s resource or NFs. Our mechanism
provides the dedicated and isolated core or RAN resources
for each slice to ensure confidentiality. So, the packets of each
slice use slice own dedicated core and RAN NFs. Besides,
to ensure integrity, the data of each slice is secure and not
tampered. Only the slice owner has permission to change the
application data and flow path.

III. 3GPP MANAGEMENT AND ORCHESTRATION OF
NETWORK SLICE
3GPP has designed a crucial architecture for management
and orchestration (MO) of the 5G networks. This MO archi-
tecture contains the following network management func-
tions: communication service management function (CSMF),
network slice management function (NSMF), and network
slice subnet management function (NSSMF). Each subnet
slice domain has its own NSSMF function, such as RAN,
core and Transport domains. The network slice requirements
definition and its deployment with lifecycle parameters are
fundamental issues in the network slicing domain.

FIGURE 3. 3GPP and ETSI integration to manage e2e network slicing.

Specifically, the MO architecture is designed to elimi-
nate this issue. The user inserts the service requirements,
and CSMF converts them into network slice requirements.
These slice requirements are forwarded to NSMF for fur-
ther processing. Then, NSMF decomposes the slice require-
ments into different subnet domain formats. After that, those
requirements are given to NSSMF for the deployment of
the resources. NSSMFs of various subnet domains manage
and orchestrate the slice resources over the corresponding
infrastructure domains [5]–[7], [39]. For instance, whenever a
slice request is received from NSMF, the NSSMF of the core
network domain estimates the total number of VNFs (VMs)
resources with storage, computing, and network capabilities.
The required VNFs are deployed with the help of NFVO
of the MANO platform. The other responsibility of NSSMF
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is to adjust scale up/down the resources dynamically with
the coordination of MANO NFVO. Figure 3 presents the
integration of 3GPP MO and ETSI components to achieve
e2e network slice lifecycle management.

A. 3GPP LIFECYCLE MANAGEMENT OF NETWORK SLICE
Many research studies have shownmany results related to e2e
network slicing in the literature, but managing the network
slice lifecycle is still challenging [16]. Figure 4 shows the
slice LCM phases and their working. According to 3GPP
standard [6] of the network slicing LCM (lifecycle man-
agement) consists of four major modules: commissioning,
activation, runtime monitoring and decommissioning.

FIGURE 4. Network slice lifecycle management.

In the slice commissioning phase, the preparation and
design for a slice is handled, e.g., a slice template is created in
the first phase. This slice template contains information about
the user requirements and resources to be deployed. After
that, the designed slice template is deployed on the underlying
infrastructure with NFVO and network controllers; the speci-
fied resource should be assigned to a slice and activated. The
activated slice resources are monitored continuously through
the monitoring tools, and in case of any failure, it will be
notified to the NFVO orchestrator to resolve the error. In the
decommissioning phase, the created slice would be deleted
automatically at the specified time [9], [30], [31].

B. IBN-BASED NETWORK SLICE LIFECYCLE
MANAGEMENT
Our IBN system [40]–[43] manages and orchestrates the
LCM of e2e network slices automatically. It works quite
similarly to the 3GPP MO platform discussed above. It can

also scale up/ down the resources on-demand with the help of
domain NFVOs and controllers. IBN is a one-touch system
where the user inputs service requirements and the system
automatically converts these requirements into slice template
and forwards to domain NFVO and Controllers to activate
the resources. Additionally, NFVO OSM and FlexRAN con-
troller are responsible for controlling and managing the core
and RAN subnet domains. Moreover, IBN automatically per-
forms the slice commissioning, activation, decommission-
ing, and run-time monitoring of RAN and core network
resources.

IV. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
A. OVERVIEW OF PROPOSED SLICE LIFECYCLE
MANAGEMENT THROUGH IBN PLATFORM
The detailed architecture of the proposed IBN-based e2e slice
LCM is depicted in Figure 5. It is divided into four major
categories: commissioning, activation, runtime monitoring,
and decommissioning of network slices. This system has
an IBN platform that is responsible for handling the e2e
network slice lifecycle management. The IBN system con-
sists of a web-based GUI, IBN manager, knowledge base or
policy store, Policy configurators/slice template generators,
and intelligent update engine. The IBN GUI is used to design
the slice where users input slice requirements in the form
of user intents. The IBN manager acts as a mediator for all
the components of the IBN. The policy store is a database
containing VNFs, instance images, versions, IP addresses,
and infrastructure information. It also stores the information
related to the deployed intents. Besides, the IBN manager
prepares a VNF forwarding graph (VNFFG) by mapping
the intent requirements into the required resources. It sends
the created forwarding graphs to the slice template gener-
ator module, which has policy configurators for translating
higher-level QoS requirements into policy configurations.
Moreover, policy configurators forward the slice templates
to OSM and FlexRAN controller to deploy the core and
RAN resources. In addition, the IBN system has an intelligent
update and assurance engine that automatically updates the
resources at runtime in failure or overload cases.

B. RESEARCH PHASES OF SLICE LCM MECHANISM
The step-by-step explanation of the IBN-based slice LCM
mechanism is presented below:

1) SLICE COMMISSIONING
As aforementioned, we have an IBN platform for the slice
design and preparation that is an essential and unique com-
ponent. The IBN system has a web-based portal GUI, intent
manager, knowledge base or catalog repository, slice tem-
plate generators, and intelligent update engine. The web
portal provides the users (customers, mobile network oper-
ators, resource vendors) an easy way to input slice QoS
requirements in the form of user intents. The user intents
are higher-level abstract requirements (SLAs) for a slice,
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FIGURE 5. Detailed architecture of IBN-based e2e slice orchestration and lifecycle management.

e.g., slice information (sliceID/S-NSSAI), QoS requirements
(up-rate, down-rate), service type (eMBB, URLLC, IoT),
slice instantiation time, and deletion time-period. The intent
manager is the communication entity between all the mod-
ules. It is a coordinator that is responsible for forwarding
messages among all components of the IBN directly. It also
interacts with the network orchestrators through the REST
API. Whenever a user intent comes from the users, it fetches
the resource and architecture information from the knowledge
base database, maps them with the available resources, and
creates a forwarding graph. The knowledge base or catalog
repository is a rich database management system that can
store all the information regarding the underlying resources,
VNFs, PNFs, IP addresses scheme, instance images, and

deployed intents. The generated forwarding graph is for-
warded to the slice template generators/policy configurators
module for further processing. We have multiple slice tem-
plate generators for multi orchestrators, such as NFVOOSM,
SDN RAN controller FlexRAN and ONOS controller. These
slice template generators receive the user intent forwarding
graph from the intent manager and convert them into the
underlying NFVO acceptable format. The OSM slice tem-
plate generator generates the slice template into JSON string
format because OSM NFVO accepts the template in this
form. The Slice template generator for RAN generates the
JSON file format template because the FlexRAN controller
agrees with the slice template in this format. The M-CORD
policy configurators convert the user requirements in TOSCA
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format. In this slice instantiation module, we designed and
prepared the slice template according to the underlying
NFVOs.

2) SLICE ACTIVATION
We have multiple NFVOs and network controllers for the
network slice activation in a multi-domain environment, such
as OSMMANO, M-CORD, ONOS controller, and FlexRAN
controller. How a slice would be activated through these
orchestrators are explained below.
• Network Orchestrator Open-Source MANO (OSM):
Open-source MANO is a network orchestrator devel-
oped by ETSI that can enable mobile network opera-
tors to deploy e2e network services in an automated
fashion [20]. It is designed on NFV specifications
that consist of multiple modules such as NFVO(NFV
orchestrator), VIM (virtual infrastructure manager), and
VNFM (virtual network function manager). It has a
GUI portal for managing, monitoring, and deploying
the network resources automatically. OSM facilitates
the user to deploy the e2e network slices and manages
the slice’s lifecycle. Our e2e network slicing test-bed
has used NFVO OSM to deploy Core network VNFs
such as EPC VNFs (vMME, vHSS, vSPGW). The OSM
slice template generator/ OSM policy configurator of
the IBN system generates the slice configurations for
OSM NFVO in the JSON string format. The complete
design of our policy configurators are well explained in
our papers [41], [42], [44]. Moreover, the slice template
is forwarded to OSM through the REST API, and then
the OSM deploys the core network VNFs with the help
of VIM (OpenStack) over the infrastructure automati-
cally. In this way, the core network VNFs are automati-
cally deployed using the OSM. The core VNFs are also
deployed in our test-bed with the M-CORD platform by
providing the slice template in TOSCA format.

• RAN domain controller: We have used the FlexRAN
controller for slicing the RAN resources as per user
requirements. FlexRAN is an SDN-enabled RAN con-
troller that provides a highly programmable environment
and decouples the control plane from the data plane. Its
programmability support enables the users to develop
the applications on top of it. It can also control and man-
age multiple base stations efficiently. It has two main
components: FlexRAN control plane and agent API. The
FlexRAN master controller resides inside the FlexRAN
control plane, which interacts and controls the FlexRAN
agents [45]. On the other side, the FlexRAN agent acts as
a local controller when interacting with the other agents
and the master controller. It can control one eNodeB at
a time. The FlexRAN agent API is a southbound inter-
face that can decouple the control plane of FlexRAN
from the eNodeB data plane. The FlexRAN protocols
are used for the communications between a FlexRAN
master-controller and agents. Control and monitoring
applications are developed on top of the RAN controller

FIGURE 6. Slice resources run-time monitioring mechanism.

and communicate with the master controller through the
northbound interface. These applications are used for
the automatic management, modifications, and control
of the RAN resources. FlexRAN controller in our net-
work slicing system is responsible for slicing the RAN
resources. Due to this, our RAN slice template gener-
ator converts the higher level slice configurations into
the JSON format. Moreover, it receives the RAN slice
template generated by the RAN slice template generator
and deploys the slice over the eNB as per requirements
specified in the slice template, e.g., 20 MB/s bandwidth.
We made some modifications by developing manage-
ment and control applications on top of controller to
deploy QoS aware network slices. We have developed
a radio resource management application for accom-
modating QoS aware RAN slicing. Besides, it can also
monitor and control the RAN infrastructure.

3) RUN-TIME MONITORING OF SLICE RESOURCES
The run-time monitoring of slice resources is essential for
efficient resource management. Figure 6 illustrates the mon-
itoring module that works in two ways: RAN domain mon-
itoring and Core VNFs resources monitoring. The eNodeB
resources are monitored using the FlexRAN controller and
elasticMon tool [46], [47]. The elasticMon is a monitoring
tool specially designed for 5G mobile networks to monitor
the enormous real-time data traffic to control and manage
it. FlexRAN controller and elasticMon tool can monitor and
store the statistics of the eNodeB. Kibana and Grafana tools
are used on the top of the FlexRAN controller and elasticMon
to visualize the data traffic on runtime. On the other side, core
network VNFs are monitored by the Openstack telemetry
service or ceilometer. On top of that, MON OSM monitoring
service collects the VNFs data logs that are further forwarded
to Prometheus, which is an open-source tool for monitoring
the real-time data traffic and stored these matrices into a
time-series database. So, Prometheus kept the VNFs data logs
into the real-time database repository. After that Grafana tool
is integrated with the Prometheus database to visualize the
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FIGURE 7. Slice instantiation and deletion workflow.

VNFs resource stats such as CPU usage, RAM usage, etc.
Using these open-source monitoring tools, we can monitor
and collect the network slice resource usage on runtime.
In case of failure, our system can reconfigure and update the
slice resources dynamically.

4) SLICE DECOMMISSIONING
There are two folds for slice deletion using our IBN net-
work slicing system. The first way is that the slice termi-
nation re-quest is generated through the IBN system web
portal, which contains the slice SNSSAI (single network
slice selection assistance information), SliceID. The slice
deletion configurations are rendered the same as the slice
creation process. The slice deletion template is forwarded
to the NFVOs such as OSM and FlexRAN controller to
delete the resources. The OSM and RAN controller delete
the specified resources and release the resources for future
usage. The second way is that slice starting and ending time
should be inserted during the slice creation phase. When
the slice ending time comes, the IBN system automatically
generates the slice deletion request and automatically per-
forms the same process. After that, deletion confirmation

notification is sent back to the operator through the IBN
platform.

Figure 7 illustrates the step-by-step slice activation and
deletion process through the IBN system. In the first step,
the users define slice requirements in the form of intent
by inputting QoS (uplink, downlink) requirements, sliceID,
slice category information through the GUI of the IBN sys-
tem. After that, the IBN policy configurators translates these
higher-level requirements into policy configurations for each
domain and forwards them to OSM and FlexRAN to deploy
resources. Furthermore, OSM prepares the core network
EPC VNFs resources for the requested slice using Open-
Stack. On the other hand, the FlexRAN controller deploys
the slice configurations at the RAN domain. These slice
configurations include information about dedicated vMME,
slice SNSSAI, and QoS requirements used to stitch RAN
slice with core VNFs. Afterward, IBN notifies the user of
successful slice activation. For the slice decommissioning
process, the user needs to input the network sliceID infor-
mation through the IBN portal. Then IBN manager checks
the slice information from the catalog repository of the IBN
system. IBN again translates the slice information into policy
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FIGURE 8. Illustration of proposed intelligent update and assurance
engine with DL model.

configurations and forwards them to OSM and FlexRAN
controller to delete core and RAN domain resources asso-
ciated with that slice. Subsequently, OSM with OpenStack
deletes the core EPC VNFs, and FlexRAN deletes the slice
at eNodeB. Finally, OSM and FlexRAN notify the IBN plat-
form about slice deletion. IBN reports the user for successful
slice deletion. In this way, the IBN system can automatically
design, activate, and delete the slices where the user only
provides higher-level slice requirements, eliminating manual
effort.

C. INTELLIGENT UPDATE AND ASSURANCE ENGINE
The most crucial aspect of the IBN-based closed-loop sys-
tem is the self-assurance and update mechanism. To this
end, the IBN system performs monitoring and utilizes
an intelligence-driven approach to update the system
autonomously. Hence, this section explains the service assur-
ance, update, failure detection, and auto-recovery mechanism
followed in this test-bed. The goal of network resource mon-
itoring is to assure smooth service provisioning according to
the system state. We have used a proactive DL-based model
that continuously receives the resource status and updates the
system according to predicted future needs.

The proposed intelligent update and assurance engine’s
working is illustrated in Figure 8, which consists of the fol-
lowing phases: real-time cloud resource time-series dataset,
data processing, data splitting, DL model, and decision
engine. We have used the open-source dataset and performed
preprocessing operations such as data cleaning, feature
extraction, and feature reduction techniques to transform the
data for the DL model. After that, the preprocessed dataset is
divided into training and testing the DLmodel. As mentioned
above, due to time series data, we have used the Recurrent

FIGURE 9. A sample of preprocessed dataset.

Neural Network (RNN) long-short time memory (LSTM)
model to predict future resource utilization in the cloud envi-
ronment. Further, the predicted resource utilization (CPU,
RAM, storage, throughput) from the LSTMmodel is used by
the decision engine to decide either the update required or not.
The step-by-step working of each component is presented
below.

1) DATASET
The real-time dataset is required for applying the DL
model. However, we have used one open-source cloud
data center dataset collected by the GWA-T-13 MATERNA,
a German-based cloud provider company. This dataset con-
tains the performance metrics of 527, 547, and 529 VMs.
The total resources used for creating these VMs are 49 hosts
with 69 CPU cores and 6780 GB RAM. This dataset was
collected in three different traces within three months, each
trace per month. MATERNA dataset contains 12 resource
utilization attributes: CPU utilization, memory utilization,
throughput, and disk size, etc. More details related to the
dataset is provided here [48]. Besides, we have performed
some preprocessing operations on the datase and extracted
the relevant feature required for DL model training.

The MATERNA dataset’s visualization is presented
in Figure 9, which shows the memory and CPU usage in per-
centage, and KB/s for two months time-period. Visualization
illustrates the depth of collected data with the peak utilization
of CPU in percentage up to 100 percent similarly, the utiliza-
tion of RAM also reaches peaks. The DL model learns the
important patterns from the dataset and predicts the future
resource utilization used for scaling the cloud resources.
Figure 10 presents the heat map plot that shows correlation
among different features of the prepossessed data set. The
correlation graph shows how each parameter affects the other
parameters and illustrates a significant relation among CPU
utilization and RAM utilization. Similar behavior can be
observed in Figure 9, where the RAM, Memory and storage
are getting affected at peak utilization hours hence allowing
DL models to map different utilization patterns to predict the
exact utilization for future timestamps.
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FIGURE 10. Heatplot depicts the correlation between different resource
usage metrics.

2) DEEP LEARNING MODEL
Deep learning (DL) is one of the most simplistic categories
of machine learning (ML). It is widely adopted because of
self-learning abilities for solving complex problems, e.g.,
prediction, classification, detection, etc. The DL capabilities
are achieved using the deep neural networks (DNN) that
process the data in a feed-forward way from the input layer
to several hidden layers and the final output layer. Each node
or neuron in the DNN approach is directly connected with
other nodes of the next layer. The first input layer has multiple
input neurons that are further connected with multiple weight
factors according to the design of the model and dataset
features.

We have used the long-short time memory (LSTM)
RNN model to predict future resource utilization, for exam-
ple, VNFs resource usage RAM, CPU, etc. LSTM is a
well-known DL model mostly used for natural language
processing (NLP) operations, machine translation, speech
and handwriting recognition, grammar learning, time-series
prediction, stock price changes, etc. The LSTM model is
best for time-series prediction because it keeps track of the
previous data points by storing history [49], [50]. It learns
the long-term dependencies and avoids the gradient explosion
problem. Each hidden-node in the LSTM model has three
main memory gates for storing, outputting, and forgetting
the data dependencies. These memory gates are input gate it ,
output gate ot , and forget gate ft [51]. The sigmoid is used as
an activation function in eachmemory gate. Hence, our VNFs
resource utilization is in the time-series pattern we have used
the LSTM model in our test-bed.

it = σ (uixt + wiht−1 + bi) (1)

at = tanh(ucxt + wcht−1 + bc) (2)

ft = σ (uf xt + wf ht−1 + bf ) (3)

ot = σ (uoxt + woht−1 + voct−1 + bo) (4)

ct = at ∗ it + ct−1 ∗ ft (5)

ht = tanh(ct ) ∗ ot (6)

FIGURE 11. Illustrates LSTM-RNN architecture where circles show layers,
solid lines show connections, and dashed lines show predictions. Inputs
are the timestamped dataset, and output is predicted resources Pr at the
next timestamp.

Equation 1 presents the input gate function in the LSTM
model where wi, ui and bi, are the input weights and bias
value respectively. The function for the intermediate state is
depicted in equation 2, inwhichwc and uc are the input weight
parameters, and bc is bias value. On the other side, wf and uf
and are the weighting factors and bf is the bias value of the
forget gate function gate ft in equation 3. Equation 4 illus-
trates the output gate function ot in which uo,wo, vo, bo are the
input weight parameters and bias value. The cell state infor-
mation is presented in equation 5, whereas at , it , and ft are the
intermediate, input, and forget gates. The equation 6 presents
the objective function of new hidden-state ht . Furthermore,
tanh and sigmoid are the activation functions, ht−1 is the
current time-interval, and (*) is element-wise multiplication
operator [52].

Figure 11 illustrates the architecture of the LSTM model
with the input data and predicted output. The data is provided
as three consecutive timestamp windows Xt−1, Xt , Xt+1,
and Yt+1 as the model’s output. In this architecture, each
layer of the RNN feeds its output Pr (yt−1) to the next layer
and we introduced direct connections from the inputs to all
hidden layers and from hidden layers to the outputs shown
in Figure 11. Pr is the predicted output at the next timestamp.
On runtime for each input timestamp LSTM model predicts
the future utilization at timestamp t+1 as Pr (t+1). Now the
intent update engine invokes the DL model for n timestamps
and store the predicted outputs in the form of P matrices
as P = pt+1, pt+2, pt+3, . . . . . . ., pt+n. The update engine
divides the P matrices into three as Pcpu, Pmem, and Pstorage.

We have implemented the LSTM model using opensource
Keras and other supporting libraries in Python. The LSTM
model structure is as follows: one input layer with ten neu-
rons, three hidden layers with 8 neurons, and one output layer
with four neurons for predicting the resource CPU, RAM,
storage, and throughput usage. The 0.25 dropout is used in
the LSTM unit to avoid the overfitting issue; The Adam
optimizer is used as an optimization algorithm, sigmoid as
an activation function while training the model. In addition,
the mean square error (MSE) is used to calculate the loss
value. Moreover, for efficient training and to prevent over-
fitting, we have used 80% dataset samples for training and
20% for testing purposes.
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TABLE 2. Notations used in mathematical model.

3) DECISION ENGINE
The decision engine takes the predicted resource usage from
the LSTMmodel and decides whether the resources’ updates
are needed. It works based on the mathematical model. The
decision engine results are further forwarded to the IBN
platform in the form of smart alerts or alarms.
• System Model: This system uses dynamic thresh-
olding by applying K-means clustering with average
inter-quartile range algorithm for deciding the updates
[53], [54]. The K-mean clustering algorithm divides
the predicted P dataset into n groups resulting in
Gr = G1,G2,G3, . . . . . . .,Gn. After that, the update
engine calculates each group’s average utilization using
equation 7, resulting in n Gavgr . Equation 8 consid-
ers the calculation of Inter-Quartile range (IR) based
on the averaged means calculated over n Groups. Using
the IR update engine calculates upper and lower thresh-
olds, which results in deciding the resource scaling. The
elaboration of each notation used in our mathematical
model is detailed in Table 2.

Gavgr =
nj+1, nj+2, nj+3, . . . , nj+m

Ti
(7)

IR = Q3 − Q1 (8)

T hr = 1−R ∗ IR (9)

T lr = 0.5 (1−R ∗ IR) (10)

Equation 9, contains the calculation of the upper thresh-
old value where R defines how aggressively the com-
pute nodes VMs are allocated. The higher R means less
optimal resource utilization but better SLA fulfillment.
Hence, dependent upon the type of service, the value
of is determined. Therefore, R will be higher for slices
requiring higher SLA and service provisioning cannot be
compromised. For regular slice types, the update engine
can have a reduced value for R. Hence, this thresholding
approach allows us to scale up VM resources in clouds
while considering service type constraints. After that,
based on the upper and lower thresholds, the update
engine determines the predicted utilization states of the
CPU, RAM, and storage as Vx , Vy, and Vz, respectively,
using the equation 11, 12, and 13. After classifying each
of the VM resource parameter statuses, we calculate the
state of VM by using Equation 14. Based on the results
of equation 14 the decision of scaling is performed

FIGURE 12. Illustrates the flowchart for deciding the scaling decision
based on predicted resource utilization.

using equation 15.

Vx =


1, if x ≥ T hr
0, if x > T lr and x < T hr
−1, if x ≤ T lr

(11)

Vy =


1, if y ≥ T hr
0, if y > T lr and y < T hr
−1, if y ≤ T lr

(12)

Vz =


1, if z ≥ T hr
0, if z > T lr and z < T hr
−1, if z ≤ T lr

(13)

St (Vx ,Vy,Vz) =


1, if(Vx ,Vy,Vz) ≥ T hr
0, if (Vx ,Vy,Vz) > T lr

and (Vx ,Vy,Vz) < T hr
−1, if (Vx ,Vy,Vz)≤T lr

(14)

F(St ) =


Scale− out, if St = 1
Normal, if St = 0
Scale− in, if St = −1

(15)

Figure 12 illustrates the flowchart for deciding
resource scaling based on the predicted utilization of
VM resources. It takes VM resource utilization as
input and calculates the dynamic thresholding factor for
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TABLE 3. Experimental setup specifications and configurations.

each resource utilization. After that, it determines the
VM state be overloaded or underloaded. After determin-
ingVM state, the decision engine decides to scale out the
VM, second scale in the VM, or finally leave the system
without changing.

As discussed above, We have used the MATERNA dataset
for the training of our LSTM model. The 80% dataset is
used for training, and 20% is for testing purposes. After
training the model, it works fine, and the prediction accuracy
is excellent, almost 94% on the MATERNA dataset. For
integrating the LSTM model with our IBN system, we have
set-up an FTP server that collects the data of the VMs from
monitoring tools, and the model can take that real-time data
and perform prediction in each 10s. However, the IBN plat-
form update engine can check the model predictions in each
10s, and it triggers an alarm whenever the CPU, storage
and memory of the VMs reach a threshold. After getting
the requirements update request from the update engine,
IBN instantiates the configuration for activating the duplicate
resources to guarantee the QoS. Besides, in case of failure,
IBN also performs the recovery operations. Currently, we are
updating the resources based on CPU, storage and RAM
statistics of the virtual resources. Hence, our update engine
makes IBN an intelligent platform that provides an auto-
mated way to update, assure, and recover the network virtual
resources.

V. EXPERIMENTAL TEST-BED IMPLEMENTATION
Figure 13 shows the e2e slice orchestration and manage-
ment test-bed that comprises the IBN platform, NFVO OSM,
FlexRAN RAN controller, a monitoring system, OAI EPC,
OAI eNodeB, and OAI UEs. The OAI (OpenAirInterface) is
an open-source community that provides the implementation
of EPC, eNB and UE [55]. The OSM is responsible for
the orchestration and management of network services and
deploys the requested resources through its communication
with OpenStack at the physical and virtual infrastructure.
Further, OpenStack provides virtualization support for the
deployment of core and RAN network VNFs.

Our test-bed comprises OAI-based Core and RAN network
functions. We have deployed the dedicated OAI EPC VNFs

for each slice with the help of OSM. The OAI EPC contains
the LTE VNFs: vMME (virtual mobility management entity),
vHSS (virtual home subscription server), vSPGW (virtual
serving and packet gateway). Nevertheless, we have used
the Open-Source EPC solution named NextEPC, a modified
OAI EPC compatible with the OSM orchestrator. Our IBN
system creates the VNFFG/slice template in JSON string
and sends it to the OSM through Rest API for preparing the
requested service resources (VMs). The slice template has all
the information regarding the VNFs instances, images, CPU,
and memory. In this way, with OpenStack’s help, OSM can
design and orchestrate the core network functions for a slice.

On the other side, the FlexRAN controller had been
deployed for slicing and controlling the RAN resources.
We have used a separate PC equipped with 16GB RAM,
i5 7400 CPU and Ubuntu 18.04 for running the FlexRAN
controller. The OAI eNodeB has been used as a RAN in
our test-bed with SDR (software-defined radio) USRP (uni-
versal software radio peripheral) B210. The USRP B210 is
connected to eNodeB Radio Resource Control (RRC), and
it provides the LTE radio signals for the attachment of simu-
lated UEs. A PC is used with USB port 3.0, Ethernet 1GBit/s,
16 GB RAM, and a Core i5 CPU to install OAI eNodeB with
USRP B210. Two eNodeBs with two USRP B210 have been
deployed that form a shared pool of RAN resources. More-
over, the FlexRAN controller controls and manages the RAN
domain, and creates and deletes the slice on this domain.
The IBN generates a slice template in JSON format for the
FlexRAN controller, and in return, the FlexRAN controller
enforces the requested slice template on the eNodeB for slice
creation. An associated vMME with dedicated core network
functions is assigned to the RAN slice that establishes an e2e
connection. The multiple simulated OAI UEs are used for
testing the performance of the proposedmechanism. The IBN
system automates the slice template generation process and
dynamically manages the RAN and core resources. More-
over, the monitoring tools continuously monitor the core and
RAN network slice resources on run-time. Table 3 presents
the details of the experimental setup.

Figure 14 presents the web-based GUI portal of the IBN
platform, where users can define their service requirements
in the form of intents. Afterwards, these intents are translated
by the policy configurators into slice template for underlying
orchestrators. The generated slice template is forwarded to
OSM and FlexRAN controller to deploy the slice resources
over the core and RAN domains. The policy configurators
of the IBN communicate with the OSM and RAN controller
through the Rest-API. Figure 15 shows the deployment status
of core network (EPC) VNFs deployed through the IBN
portal using OSM and OpenStack.

VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
The slice template defines the resource requirements in terms
of CPU, memory, bandwidth, instance images, repository,
etc. The RAN slice template includes the QoS (downlink
and uplink), slice-ID, service type, and Public Land Mobile
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FIGURE 13. Experimental test-bed setup.

FIGURE 14. GUI of the IBN platform.

Network (PLMN)-ID for a slice; downlink and uplink
requirements are further converted into required radio
resource blocks (RBs). On the other side, we are also using
the static approach for assigning the radio resources with
percentages for creating the slice—for example, 50%, 30%,
and 20% of the RAN resource. For the core network, the ded-
icated EPC VNF resources are allocated to each radio slice.
The EPC components such as vMME, vHSS, and vSPGW
configurations are added to the RAN slice template at the time

of creation. In this way, our IBN performs the slicing for core
and RAN domains.

We have tested the proposed system by creating multiple
slices with different QoS of three categories: Guaranteed Bit
Rate (GBR), non-GBR, and URLLC slice. The GBR slice
is a fixed slice that provides the exact resources in terms of
throughput specified in the contract. The second non-GBR
is a type of best effort slice or eMBB slice that can dynami-
cally allocate the slice resources. Whenever the intents with
eMBB or non-GBR slice type are inserted, the IBN system
calculates the resources and assigns the best resources for a
slice; if enough resources are available, it gives the maximum
resource. It allocates the minimum available resource in case
of fewer resources being available at that time. Furthermore,
in our system, we have used the highest priority for low
latency slices to achieve strict requirements. So, the IBN sys-
tem can also allocate the best RAN resources to the URLLC
category.

The iPerf tests have been performed in order to check
the stability of our test-bed. Figure 16 shows the downlink
throughput results for multiple deployed slices with differ-
ent QoS requirements. In Figure 16a, we deploy the two
static GBR and non-GBR slices with 50% RAN resources
for each. The results show an almost equal throughput
of 28 MB/s for GBR and 27 MB/s for non-GBR slice due
to the same resources. In Figure 16b, four slices are instan-
tiated with different bandwidth requirements: GBR slice
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FIGURE 15. Deployment status of the core network EPC NFs through OSM and OpenStack.

FIGURE 16. Throughput results by creating multiple slices through IBN platform.

1 with 30%, GBR slice 2 with 30%, non-GBR slice with
20%, and IoT slice with 20% of the RAN resources. The
maximum throughput of 16 MB/s and 14 MB/s have been

recorded in multiple tests for GBR slice1 and slice2, respec-
tively. After that, an IoT slice with 20% resources is deployed,
and it achieves 10 MB/s throughput. Lastly, the non-GBR
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slice is deployed with 20% resources which achieves 6 MB/s
throughput. The 3GPP EPC service request initially follows a
handshake procedure for allocating slices. For the initial reg-
istration procedure, user equipment requests the assignment
of the resources. The specified slice resources are allocated to
the requested UE. At the start, the UE does not stream the full
capacity. After the resource reservation, the slice with speci-
fied PLMN and gateway is provided to the UE for streaming.
Hence, original traffic starts streaming after the initial 3GPP
handshake and registration procedure for every incoming UE.
Our system schedules the resources on a priority basis: GBR
slice category has top priority, IoT slice has a second top,
and non-GBR is best effort slice. If the system has enough
resources, it allocates full resources according to contract, but
in fewer resources, the system allocates minimum available
RAN resources to this category. On the other side, IoT slice
and non-GBR slice are deployed with the same contract, but
due to low slice priority, the system allocates fewer resources
to non-GBR slice. However, we achieve satisfactory through-
put for each of the deployed slices. The reason for varying
results is because of USRP B210 based RAN, which is not a
standardized solution.

Figure 16c presents the results of five deployed slices
through the IBN system with varying QoS requirements in
terms of RAN resources, such as 30% resources for each
GBR slice1 and slice2, and the recorded throughput was
15 MB/s and 12 MB/s, respectively. Two non-GBR slices
with 10% and 15% resources are executed, and 4 MB/s and
7 MB/s throughput are achieved. Also, an IoT slice with
15% resources is implemented, which achieved maximum
of 8.1 MB/s throughput. Besides, in Figure 16d, we use simu-
lated OAIUEs to test slice performance with 20% of the RAN
resources. The five UEs are connected with one deployed
static slice, and they achieved a maximum of 3000 KB/s,
2200 KB/s, 2050 KB/s, 2000 KB/s, and 1500 KB/s through-
put. The calculated average packet delay and average packet
jitter for three GBR, non-GBR, and IoT slices are depicted
in Figures 17a and 17b. The delay is the time taken for a
packet to move between two endpoints, whereas jitter is the
difference in delay between two received packets. As men-
tioned above, due to the priority-based scheduling mecha-
nism, the packet delay for the non-GBR is more significant
than GBR and IoT slices. In the IoT slice, the recorded packet
delay is minimal, and the RAN scheduler always assigns
more resources to guarantee QoS requirements. As shown
in Figure 17b, similar to the average delay, the jitter is also
calculated and recorded in the same manner, maximum for
a non-GBR slice and minimum for an IoT low latency slice.
The results show the promising performance of the system in
terms of bandwidth, delay, and latency.

Moreover, if a slice is requested, the current users consume
all the slice resources and cannot be served to additional
users. The solution to this problem is our intelligent update
and assurance module that can scale-out and scale-in the
resources on demand. This module has a pre-trained LSTM
model that predicts and forecasts the slice resources statistics

to the IBN system. The model takes the collected data as
input provided by the monitoring tools and triggers when-
ever resources are overloaded or under-utilized. We have
performed the test by creating a slice and started stream-
ing and sending connection requests to overload the slice
resources. Our system can update the slice resource in case
of overloaded or under-utilized conditions and allocate the
duplicate resources for new slice users.

A. LSTM-BASED RESOURCE ASSURANCE AND UPDATE
The LSTM-based resource scaling test was performed on
EPC while simultaneously instantiating GBR and Non-GBR
slices, as shown in Figure 18. The results show the effec-
tiveness of LSTM in scaling resources while comparing the
increasing number of users and traffic on the x-axis with the
utilization of resources on the y-axis. The threshold value
for resource utilization of GBR and Non-GBR was set to
80% and 50%, respectively. The graph considers real-time
resource utilization of each slice instance with the increasing
number of users and traffic intensities. The LSTM-based
scaling mechanism prevents the system from reaching the
threshold value and scales the system accordingly. In the case
of a NON-GBR slice, scaling decision was first implemented
at interval 4, as LSTM predicted the over-utilization of GBR
VNF resources. However, it did not reach the threshold value,
so the increasing traffic trend made it evident to LSTM to
scale the slice proactively. Similarly, at instance 9, a third
slice was instantiated for the non-GBR slice to keep the
traffic and resource utilization below the threshold value.
Similarly, in GBR, two scale-out functions were performed
by the LSTM-based update mechanism at instances 4 and
10 to keep the accumulative resource utilization of VNF
for slices below the threshold value. In GBR slice A, from
instance 7 to instance 10, the utilization goes down because
the resource allocated to GBR slice A was being handled by
GBR slice B due to the FlexRAN slice selection procedure.
If the LSTM-based update procedure is not applied, one of
the following two can occur between these two intervals:
1) instantiation of three slices beforehand and preventing the
system from reaching the threshold value. 2) instantiation
of one or two slices and allowing the system to reach the
threshold value, eventually resulting in performance degrada-
tion. The performance degradation is against the key idea of
service assurance of the IBN-based mechanism. Hence, using
a proactive and dynamic update system will provide efficient
assurance and optimize resource utilization.

With the advantages of the presented system, there are
few limitations. Currently, we are slicing the RAN resource
with a static resource allocation mechanism. So, an efficient
algorithm for radio resource management would be needed
for assuring dynamic resource allocation. The mobility man-
agement for the users is another limitation of the proposed
system. Furthermore, another important issue is the unavail-
ability of open-source 5G components, e.g., gNodeB and core
NFs. Currently, all the academic researchers have been using
LTE components for realizing the 5G networks.
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FIGURE 17. Average packet delay and average jitter per packet for each slice category.

FIGURE 18. LSTM-based slice resource scaling with time while
considering slice VNFs resource occupancy threshold percentage.

Furthermore, in our test-bed, we use the SDR USRP
B210 devices as a physical radio to realize the RAN capabil-
ities that is not a standardized industrial solution. The aim of
the test results is not to test the bandwidth with the industrial
standards but to test whether the proposed IBN system can
orchestrate and deploy the slice resources according to the
intents. The performance results show the consistency of our
test-bed. It is a step towards the zero-touch system. Hence,
our system can automate the slice creation and deletion pro-
cess by taking higher-level QoS requirements for a slice.
It can also manage the lifecycle of the network slice instance
automatically.

VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
This paper presents an IBN platform that automates and
manages the network slice lifecycle for the multi-domain
environment. It is a one-touch system where the user needs to
define higher-level service requirements through GUI. IBN
translates the received QoS requirements for a slice into
policy configurations/slice templates through domain policy
configurators and forwards them to underlying orchestrators
to automatically activate resources over the infrastructure.
The OSM and FlexRAN controller are responsible for han-
dling the core network and RAN slices. This system can

perform the e2e network slicing in a customizable and flex-
ible fashion. Moreover, the DL-based intent update engine
makes IBN an intelligent platform that can update the
run-time resources on demand. The update engine receives
the future resource usage prediction results from the LSTM
model, and it instantiates the update request to IBN when-
ever needed. Several tests have been performed by creating
multiple slices of core and RAN network domains in our
test-bed, which shows promising results in terms of resource
provisioning, resource customization, resource isolation, and
resource assurance. In the future, we aim to make IBN more
intelligent by introducing DL-based intent translation mech-
anisms. In addition, a reinforcement learning-based mecha-
nism will be developed for slicing and allocating the RAN
resources according to the QoS requirements.
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